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Step 1: Detect the infection 

Make sure that the person is truly infected or all of your future efforts will be in vain. 

 

Step 2: Exterminate the root 

Find and slay the True Were-Beast that started the chain of infection.  This, in itself, may prove difficult (particularly if 

you don't know who the True Were-Beast is).   

Note: If the True Were-Beast has not been found and killed before a cure is attempted, then the cure will automatically 

fail.   

 

Step 3: Atonement 

The infected person must atone (non-magical sense) for his Were-Form's actions (and crimes).  This is left to a case-by-

case basis. 

Note:  If the person is lucky enough to somehow prevent his Were-Form from doing harm or if he never assumed Were-

Form yet, then no true atonement is necessary or required. 

 

Step 4: Cure the infected person 

Important:  This may be tried but once and if it fails, then no further cures can be attempted.  The ritual of curing goes as 

such: Get a powerful Cleric (9
th

 or higher level) to tie the person up on Holy Ground.  Hammer four stakes into the 

ground and bind (using a rope or silver-linked chain) each of the person's two arms and two legs to each of the stakes 

(one limb per stake).  Then while the person is still in human form, either trigger the change to Were-Form or wait 

(hopefully for not too long) for the Lycanthropy to trigger by itself.  Then have the Cleric cast the following spells (in 

the order that they are provided.) 

Note:  During the cure, no wizard magic or item may be used to reduce the pains, speed up the process, etc. for doing so 

will interfere with the ritual and cause it's ultimate failure.  However, wizard magic may be used to trigger the initial 

transformation into Were-Form. 

 

1
st
 Spell: Atonement (Level 5): 

This spell revitalizes the person's the person's mind and spirit and the Were-Beast assumes human mentality while still in 

Were-Form. 

Note:  At this point, the person should be freed from all restraints.   

 

2
nd

 Spells: Cure Disease (Level 3) & Neutralize Poison (Level 4): 

These spells remove the infective agent (the infective lycanthropic parasite) and remove all traces of it from the person.  

They also cleanse the person's blood. 

Note:  From here on in, the person has to lie down and remain totally motionless.  If the person moves, then the attempt 

for a cure fails and the person is doomed forever to live out the rest of his life (however short that is {explanation 

below}) as a lycanthrope.   

 

3
rd

 Spell: Remove Curse (Level 3):  

Slowly and Painfully, the Were-Beast form transforms into it's human form. (Roll a saving throw versus death.  Failure 

indicates that the person could not withstand the pain and moved). If the person can't withstand the pain and moves, then 

the attempt fails and the Were-Beast mentality lashes out. (This may force the others to kill the Were-Beast in self-

defense, hence the above anecdote.)  However, if the person withstands the pain and doesn't move, then the cure works.   

 

4
th

 Spells: More spells listed below: 

The Cleric then casts Free Action (Level 4), either Bless (Level 1) or Aid (Level 2) and any Healing Spell.  These spells 

complete the ritual and permanently remove the scourge of Lycanthropy (from that particular phenotype) from the 

person. 

 


